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About This Game

Triumph against gravity and time in a test of determination by maneuvering through 27 perilous courses. Track your progress,
discover tricks, and find shortcuts to help you glide through levels and unlock faster and more agile helicopters. Rally Copters is

a fast paced time-trial experience packed with obstacles and challenges designed to test your skills as you compete to achieve
the best times in the world!

Navigate a vibrant, virtual world using four distinct helicopters.
Test your mettle against the community: Rally Copter’s target times are based on the runs performed by other players. If you

earn the toughest medals, you know you are one of the best in the world!
Splitscreen, two-player races allow you to compete head-to-head with a friend.

Simple but challenging 2D gameplay
Master advanced techniques to shave precious seconds from your track-time in order to earn all medals and rewards.
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Title: Rally Copters
Genre: Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
Depth First Games
Publisher:
Depth First Games
Release Date: 10 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Video Card: 128mb Video Memory, capable of Shader Model 2.0+

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Rally Copters requires a controller to play

English,French,Portuguese
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rally copters ps vita. rally copters ps4. rally copters. rally copters trophy guide. rally copters vita

given that this game requires a controller, i feel it's sorta important for me to warn players with xbox one controllers that this
game currently doesn't work with them.

you can navigate the menus and such and pause the game, etc just fine, but the analogue sticks do not function.

that said, it works perfectly well with the 360 and steam controller. (i preferred the steam controller, personally the right touch
pad work fantastic for direction changes, dives, etc)

it's very arcadey and pays no mind to things like collective, cyclic, etc. so don't go into this expecting rc or sim like controls of
your helicopter. the controls are nice and responsive, however, which is good given the nature if the game, which has you flying
through increasingly cramped and obstacle filled courses, trying to hit all the checkpoints and goals as fast as possible.

simple, straight forward and fun.

graphics are simple but very workable, and have a very tronesque vibe. i dig it.. This is a nice, responsive, fun physics based
copter-game. It's not overloaded with storylines (almost casual), and it keeps track of your progress so you don't have to keep
starting levels over when you mess up. Interesting obstacles that gradually get harder. Plays well on an internal Intel HD
Graphics 4600, and has a really cool tron-like look to it.. Game is fun to play (single player). I wish I had more friends to play
local multiplayer mode.

It works well with my Logitech F310 gamepad. I hope they add an online multiplayer mode soon.
Is there a way to remove the ! buttons?
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